
ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
LEARNERS PROGRAM

AGES 5-13



Canadian Global School is a K-12 Canadian Private School and we offer a separate 

highly recommended online language school for children and teens. It was created in 

collaboration with educators, child psychologists and language experts. It aims at 

teaching English to children and adolescents in the light of a student-centred learning 

approach with the assistance of professional teachers through live classes and videos!
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Our program also aligns with the Ontario curriculum, so students planning to study in 

Canada, or at one of our international partner schools will greatly benefit from the 

program.
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Online English Learning classes for children and teens at Canadian Global School, are 

your child’s path to success in their language journey! Our live online English lessons for 

children aged 5 - 13  are conducted via Zoom, Google Hangout or Teams and are 

adjusted to every child’s interests and language goals.
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Our program uses best practice motivation and gamification to keep kids engaged with 

the five essential elements of reading – phonemic awareness, phonics, vocabulary, 

comprehension, and fluency.
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English Language Learners Program From Ages (5-13)
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We offer an engaging and interactive colourful online platform where your child can 

have 1-on-1 or group language lessons with a qualified, English tutor. CGS offers all the 

live conversation practice, personalized feedback, and human interaction of traditional 

language classes at an affordable price. Our educators have prepared lessons and 

content is differentiated and based on your child’s level or needs. For example, they could 

focus on vocabulary or phonics.
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Enroll your child in our online English classes to improve their language skills with our 

qualified teachers, and start their path to fluency today.
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Most online courses and apps require focus and self-motivation, so they’re not always 

the best option for children with short attention spans. A friendly teacher can keep your 

child focused in a way that a language app, course, or game just can’t. 
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Highlights of the Program

KAI’s English language program is designed to be differentiated for learners aged 5 – 13.

02 Every student has an initial placement test so the curriculum fits their skill level.

03
Our program can be used independently by students when out of class for practice 

between classes. 

04
Our program caters to a variety of student learning abilities.  Our teachers assign 

differentiated work to individual students based on their ability level.

05 We uses a mix of extrinsic and intrinsic motivators, including:

Certificates: awarded once students have correctly answered a number of questions 

on a Map.

Interactive activities are designed to engage students from the moment they enter the 

program.

Visible progress tracking: students can see their development as they advance through 

the program, encouraging them to take ownership of their learning.

Students earn eggs as they progress through the program.  They can use these to 

purchase items in the plaza shop to add to their house or apartment.

Students can also unlock additional educational games, as well as puzzles and songs.

In Fast Phonics, students unlock new features as they progress, as well as earn Yeti coins 

that can be spent in the Yeti Shop.
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Content Focus

Develop learners’ phonemic awareness through word games, rhyme and audio-led 

lessons.

Phonemic Awareness

Encourage students to learn to decode and encode when they practice spelling, writing 

and reading.

Phonics

Expand students’ vocabulary skills with the continual introduction and explanation of 

new words.

Vocabulary

Reinforce newfound factual knowledge and make strong connections between topics 

and concepts.

Comprehension
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